
 
Prophecy Update January 2, 2022 

Discussion Questions  
 

MEMORY VERSE:  
Hebrews 3:12 (NASB)  

Take care, brethren, that there not be in any one of you an evil, unbelieving heart 
that falls away from the living God. 

Ice Breaker Question, how would you stand firm as Christian when being a Christian 
becomes not the norm in the United States or when Christians are considered 
CANCELLED in our canceling culture society? 

  

1. Looking at 1-Thessalonians 4:16-18, If the rapture were to happen right this 
minute, what comes to mind and what feelings surface up about being raptured? 

2. On a scale of 1-10, How wrapped up are you into social media or news of dread 
and doom? Looking at 2-Thessalonians 2:1-3 discuss with your Life Group who 
your ultimate source of information is when it comes to the End Times of being 
raptured and are you having a difficult time discerning what’s God's will on this 
matter? 

3. 2-Timothy 3:1-5 touches on what people will be in the last days, basically their own 
version of being their own god, doing their own thing no matter if it hurts others. 
Discuss with your LG a trait that can be you in this particular verse and what they 
can do as brothers and sisters in Christ to help encourage you to curve that 
tendency. 

4. 2-Timothy 4:3-4 (NASB) talks about not adhering to sound doctrine, wanting to 
have one's ears tickled and accumulating teachers according to one's desires, 
question, how would you encourage the weaker Christian not to fall into the 
trappings of falling for teachers that suit their own feelings instead of one the 
preachers the entirety of God’s word? 

Take Action: Read Romans 3:4.  Losing Heart in the end times?  Read Hebrews 3:12 
How can we be encouraged during these difficult times even though we see loved ones 
losing heart and falling away from the faith? Discuss your true feelings on people who 
you love that turned and walked away from the Faith. Take a moment to pray over them 
as a group.  

 

 


